Hallucinations in Parkinson disease in the prelevodopa era.
Whether chronic hallucinations belong to the natural history of untreated Parkinson disease (PD) remains undetermined. For early authors such as Gowers or Charcot and his followers, hallucinations that occurred in the course of PD either accompanied the final phase of the disease or reflected comorbidities. However, a few authors observed that hallucinations could occur in PD patients with severe depression, confusion, or dementia. Interest in hallucinations with parkinsonism increased with the outbreak of von Economo encephalitis, as they were more frequent than in PD, provoking new pathophysiologic questions. Later studies on mental symptoms in parkinsonism were often based on series that pooled patients with PD and postencephalitic syndromes, confounding a clear analysis. It remains difficult to estimate the prevalence of hallucinations in the natural course of PD before the introduction of levodopa therapy. The lack of prospective studies, the wide early use of anticholinergics and ergots compounds, and the absence of dementia with Lewy bodies in the nosology of the time are further limitations. Even with these limitations, historical descriptions of PD from the prelevodopa era suggest that hallucinations may be part of PD itself, especially in the context of late dementia, depression, or nonspecific encephalopathy.